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All-member Survey, 2020

A Summary of Results



Who responded and what does this mean?

Surveys always have a margin of 
error but the level of response from 
members means that we can expect 
that results will reasonably reflect all 

members’ views. 

Thank you to every member who 
completed the survey. 



What you will find in this summary?

• Some information about our membership;
• What equipment members have and what they use it for;
• How much members use our own, our national and other U3As’ websites;
• What methods members like to use in order to keep in touch with other members; 
• What methods members prefer when keeping themselves informed about U3A matters (and how often 

they would like to be informed); and
• How your management committee is going to use the information from this and other surveys.



Membership Questions
Petersfield U3A is lucky to have a 

balanced membership that 
capitalizes on both experience and 

new ideas…

…but one in four members do not 
belong to any groups, giving us 

something to think about.



Members and e-tools?

Reading emails 
with attachments

Scanning email 
headers to decide to 
‘read, ignore or delete’

Desktops and laptops still dominate 
(just)…

…but tablets and smartphones are 
gaining ground as ‘equipment of 

choice’



Members and U3A websites?

Our members make only intermittent 
use of U3A websites…

…including our own Petersfield 
website



Keeping members informed?

Non-U3A eventsUpcoming open-
to-all interest 
group event

On a range of matters, most 
members would like to be informed 

promptly…

…but a significant minority would be 
happier with less frequent 

notifications



Keeping members informed?

MC 
announcements

Puzzles Quizzes 
and Games

For some other matters, most 
members felt monthly or quarterly 

information was adequate…

… puzzles and the like had less 
appeal. 



Keeping in touch with each other?
Email, telephone and text are strongly favoured 

by members for keeping in touch …

… whilst Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp enjoy 
remarkably little support. 



Knowing what’s going on in our U3A?
Email, E-newsletters and bulletins dominantly appeal to 

members as the most-liked methods…

… other than paper-survey respondents, there was low 
uptake for paper-based correspondence.

Paper-based 
correspondence

E-newsletters and 
bulletins (e.g. 

Connect)

Video 
Conferencing 

(Zoom, Skype etc



How will our U3A use this information?
This survey is an important 

part of a review by your 
management committee of 

how and how well we 
communicate in our 

Petersfield U3A.  

The outcomes will help us 
understand if there are 

changes we can consider 
making that would be for the 

benefit of all members.

When we understand what 
members would like, we will 

be able to understand the 
resources we need and to 

make a plan.  

Surveys (all-
members, group 

convenors, 
management 

committee

Step 1: How and 
how well do we 
communicate 

today??

Reviews and 
research

U3A resources

Step 2: What 
changes, if any,  
would benefit 

members for the 
future?

Step 3: What 
resources will we 
need if we make 

changes?

Other?

Technology?

Volunteers?Publications?

Member 
support?

Other?

Step 4: How can 
we implement 

any changes we 
want?

Timeline?

Dependencies?


